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FROM THE PRESIDENT
Dear Neighbors,
In a recent conversation with a young
couple being relocated to Indianapolis,
I was asked why we chose to live in this
particular neighborhood. I found it to
be a more thought- provoking question
than they ever intended.
After
reconsidering my own quick answer, I
have also posed the same question to a
number of our neighbors.
Truth is, when returning to
Indianapolis in 1988 after living away
for 17 years, we did not waste time
looking for a home in any other
neighborhood. Meridian Kessler /
Meridian Street / Butler-Tarkington was
the short list. I remember the real
estate agent suggesting that we look
further north, but it was out of the
question.
I’m a bona fide old house person,
particularly smitten with homes that
were built between World War I and
World War II. It was a revival period of
amazing architectural integrity, and in
the 1920’s and 30’s, there were still
apprentice-trained craftsmen using the
finest materials. These craftsmen were
truly artists, whether they were creating
ceiling frescoes, soldering leaded glass,
or installing Rookwood tile. I treasure
the unique details, the personality, the
soul of the homes from that era.
I am convinced that passionate old
house people come to be such in their
early childhood. For many of us,
Meridian Street played a direct role in
shaping this. On every trip downtown,
we were in the back seats of our

parents’ cars, admiring the turrets, the
entrances, and the shimmering leaded
glass. My sister and I were particularly
taken with railed balconies which we
called “porch-up-highs.” The point is,
we were very young, well under ten
years old, and we were already
infatuated by architectural character
and charm.
In my family, our parents wanted none
of it. They had both grown up in old
houses, and they wanted a new one.
Their dream was “building” in the
suburbs, with lots of square feet, walkin closets, 2 1/2 baths, and an attached
garage. (Besides, Dad told me it would
cost at least $100 a month to heat one
of those Meridian Street houses!)
However, to substantiate my “it skips a
generation” theory, I am pleased to
report that all three of my siblings live
in beautiful historic homes. (My
parents downsized to a new condo.)
Back to the question about why we all
chose this neighborhood---here are
some of the themes: Many of you cited
the
historic
significance
and
architectural interest, the mature trees,
older homes with character, charm, and
elegance. Others spoke of the joy of
sidewalks and being able to walk to
Butler, to 49th and Penn, or to 56th and
Illinois. The proximity to downtown
and the connection to the City’s history
and tradition was highlighted over and
over. The diversity of the people and
the welcoming neighborly community
were key factors. More than five people
said that purchasing a home here was
“a dream come true.”

A couple of people had the realization
that the “old” homes they had admired
in their childhood probably weren’t all
that old back then. Some neighbors
had lived in this neighborhood for their
entire life, and another wrote that his
home had stayed within the same
family since it was completed in 1928.
Others mentioned that they were
married to old house people---they had
no choice!
Dwayne Kniola and Kim Kelly shared
the following:
“Ever since moving to Indianapolis 25
years ago to attend Marian College, I
have dreamed of living in the Historic
District of Meridian Street. Upon
returning to Indy after 5 years in
California, we finally were able to make
our dream come true.
We love
respecting, caring for, and being a part
of this magnificent history! We also
feel very welcomed by our neighbors
and love that they feel the same about
their homes here!”
Thanks to all of you who shared their
thoughts. Clearly, we are bonded by
our love of neighborhood, and we are
blessed to live here. As president of the
MSF, I have enjoyed getting to know so
many of you who are committed to our
area’s future. It is affirming to see many
young families moving in. I am grateful
for your participation in the important
work of making a neighborhood thrive.
Sincerely,
Kathryn Shorter

MEMBERSHIP
My
committee
took
over
membership the end of October
2005. As of the end of March 2006,
we gained more members to the
Meridian Street Foundation (MSF)
than “ever” before. Thank you for
this milestone.
Because of you, we can continue
working on the beautification of
Alice Carter Park and its
transformation into a Gateway to the
City. We can continue to create and
pass out packets to new neighbors so

they will understand and appreciate
the history of their home and the
state law that governs the
preservation of this area. We can
work on the creation of an historic
and architectural walking tour to
help people understand the
importance of this historic district.
Because of your membership dues,
we can continue to gather the
community together for the fun
times so we are united during the
difficult times.

M E R I D I A N
S T R E E T
F O U N D A T I O N

MSF
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Those of you have not joined the
MSF, please use the attached
envelope to send in your
membership dues. Without your
financial support to sustain our
mission, to maintain the integrity of
our
wonderful
historic
neighborhood, none of our goals will
be possible.
Alice Berger, Chair
Virginia Handley
Rosie Sweeney
Rome Nkosi
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WE’VE COME A LONG WAY, BABY
A lot of activity is under way in our
part of the Meridian neighborhood
because the home of our next door
neighbor will be the site of the 27th
Annual St. Margaret’s Guild Decorator
Show House this spring. It is the very
attractive residence of Mr. and Mrs.
Wm. T. Rees, 5330 N. Meridian Street.
We welcome the area-wide publicity,
interest and attention which the Show
House will bring to our neighborhood
regardless of the traffic problems and
minor inconveniences those of us in
this area will experience.
The Show House program is a most
attractive and worthwhile fund raising
event for the benefit of Wishard
Memorial Hospital in which many,
many volunteers, home owners,
designers, and craftsmen alike
contribute many hours of support to a
very prestigious undertaking.
It seems only yesterday that during the
same month in 1968, both of our
families became next door neighbors
on Meridian Street. Even though the
Rees family intends to move back into

BY JAMES A SABENS, CHAIR, BEAUTIFICATION COMMITTEE

REPRINT 1988

their home at the completion of the
Show House program, there is
considerable
apprehension
and
expectation as they and their neighbors
await the changes that will be made
inside and outside the property.
Some may remember the earlier Show
Houses, In many cases they were aging
derelicts that were vacant, unsold,
unwanted and sometimes in rather
desperate stages of disrepair and
neglect.
The first Show House we visited some
18-19 years ago, was a long vacant and
neglected property in which large
swages of material were used in an
attempt to conceal a major structural
flaw. A pot of artificial geraniums filled
a non-functioning toilet bowl. Some
wall paper was held up with scotch
tape and thumb tacks.
It seemed that anything the designer’s
did was an improvement over the
house’s previous condition. It was not a
pleasant experience, since we had just
moved into he area and wondered if
many other houses were in a similar

CALENDAR OF EVENTS AT HERITAGE PLACE

state of disrepair.
But, “We’ve Come A Long Way, Baby,”
since that era. Increased quality and
the longer lasting positive effect of
improvements made in later Show
Houses, mirrors the increasing number
of top notch designers and craftsmen
who have since become available in
our area. Likewise, increased interest of
homeowners in more suitable and
positive updating of improvements in
them has created a tremendous
resurgence of interest, vitality and
desire
to
improve
properties
throughout our neighborhood.
Now, Show Houses are magnificent,
sought after, well loved and cared for
homes, whose owners work much
closer with designers to achieve an
elegant and appropriate enhancement
of their property as well as more
efficient, economical operation of
environmental systems. These and
many more “perks” are now associated
with being chosen as the site for the
Decorator Show House.
Yes, “We’ve Come A Long Way, Baby!”.

MAY/JUNE 2006

Call Lynne Morton for detailed information, 283-6662. Come by the Center to pick up a newsletter and calendar. 4550 N.
Illinois Street, 8am - 5pm Monday - Friday.
Daily, Monday - Friday - Classes and activities

April 28, 5pm
May 16, 11am
May 17, 10am
May 24, 9am - 3pm
June 22, 6pm

- Plant Sale orders due. Call 283-6662 to get your order form.
- Healthy Cooking Tasting Seminar
- Your Will and Your Healthcare Representative Seminar
- Spring Fling - $5 per person - Lunch, Entertainment, Vendors, Prizes
- Hoosier Heritage Night at Oak Hill Mansion - $80 per person - Sponsorships Available

Mission - Heritage Place of Indianapolis, Inc. provides older adults with comprehensive and coordinated human
services to encourage and promote healthy lifestyles, independence, well-being and quality of life.

Your Business Name Could Be Here!
The MSF News & Views is now accepting a
limited number of appropriate advertisements.
For information, call 257-3741 or email jmsabens@indy.net

EDITOR PROFILE
Peggy Sabens, Editor of the Newsletter.
Has lived on Meridian Street with
husband Jim since 1968. Three grown
sons and 2 ungrown grandchildren.
Moved from New Jersey when age 10
and graduated from St. Joan of Arc
Grade School, Shortridge High School,
attended Butler and graduated from IU
with BS degree. Married in 1954 celebrated 50th anniversary in 2004.
After hubby's graduation from Medical
School worked in office as manager and
chief cook and bottle washer until
retired in 1993. Interested in historic
preservation, Wawasee, Dark Ages, The
Riviera Club (son Greg is manager),
landscaping (son John owns Bella Vista
Landscaping) and the Meridian Street
Foundation. (not necessarily in that
order). And still trying to understand
soccer!
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HOME SECURITY: A TOP MSF PRIORITY
While a neighborhood couple was
recently out of town, one of their cell
phones rang. Their security company
reported a problem at their home.
They immediately called family
members in Indianapolis – and their
son-in-law rushed to the house.
During the initial flurry of activity
triggered by the alarm, the thieves hid
where they couldn’t be seen and bided
their time. Their plan was to wait out
the first wave of responses and then
steal one of the family’s cars. Despite
the robbers’ patience, they were later
interrupted and fled empty-handed on
foot.
Of
course,
virtually
every
neighborhood in America faces home
security issues like this one. For areas
like the Meridian Street corridor,
however, these challenges are
especially thorny.
Instead of
separating themselves from their
communities with fences, gates, and
security checkpoints, many residents
choose to live in our part of
Indianapolis because they want a
community environment that fosters
connections with other people.
Indeed,
they
welcome
their
neighborhood’s role as a traditional
civic and cultural hub within the
“Crossroad of America.”
This emphasis on openness makes it
even more important that residents
adopt basic home-security measures
that reduce the risks of bad
experiences. Through vigilance and
prevention, people who treasure this
neighborhood can not only help
sustain its unique place as a gateway
for in the north side of Indianapolis
but also add an extra measure of
security that’s especially important to
seniors, children, and others who may
be more vulnerable. The best safety
strategies involve both changes by
individual
homeowners
and
cooperative efforts among neighbors.
“Often people fall into the ‘it’s not
going to happen to me’ mentality,”
said Detective Brian Dixon, the
community liaison officer for the
north district of the Indianapolis
Police Department who is currently
responsible for IPD’s long-standing
working relationship with the MSF.
“The small things we do can make the
difference.”
What We Can Do in Our Own Homes
Of course, scores of information
sources about crime prevention are
available from law-enforcement
groups, national advocacy groups, and
companies that provide home-security
products and services. The experts
generally begin with the basics of
which everyone is aware – but we
often neglect.
For example, The Wall Street Journal
recently reported that the National
Burglar and Fire Alarm Association
found that 12 percent of burglaries
occur when doors are unlocked and
that 41 percent of break-ins happen
when security systems are not turned
on.
Likewise, Detective Dixon
stressed the importance of keeping on
exterior lighting during the night and
trimming shrubbery that can create
hiding places for thieves. Other

home-security fundamentals include
nightly routines for securing doors
and windows and activating security
systems, precautions before traveling
like stopping newspaper deliveries,
and careful handling of keys.
In addition, homeowners can consider
changes affecting certain physical
features of their home, including
strong doors and frames, substantial
locks and deadbolts, and various
options for securing windows that
including key locks. In some cases,
those changes need to be considered
in the context of the guidelines for
certificates
of
appropriateness
evaluated by the Meridian Street
Preservation Commission.
Security risks often increase as spring
unfolds, Detective Dixon noted.
“During the warm weather, we like to
crack our windows and sliding doors
– and then we sometimes forget to
close them before we go to bed.”
Sheila Little, Ph.D., chairperson of the
MSF public safety committee, added,
“Many of us want to live casually with
our doors unlocked and open –
making it easier for us to go in and out
of our homes. But we have to be
thoughtful about balancing this
natural way of doing things with
today’s home-security realities. Spring
is a good time to take stock of how we
can make our homes as safe as
possible.”
Security-related preparation targeting
crime prevention is only one part of
overall home-safety efforts.
For
instance, fire prevention is always
important – especially in a historic
neighborhood with old homes.
Addressing the special safety needs of
children and seniors is another high
priority.
Over the past decade,
computer security has emerged as a
crucial need. In fact, the theft of
personal and business information
from computers can lead directly to
burglaries.
What We Can Do Together As
Neighbors
Actions by individual homeowners
are only one part of the home-security
equation. For decades, community
groups and law-enforcement officials
alike have stressed the importance of
cooperative efforts among neighbors
that create an ongoing surveillance
presence.
“We have to get back to being ‘nosy
neighbors,’” Detective Dixon said.
“Bad
guys
know
which
neighborhoods stick together – and
which ones couldn’t care less. It takes
everyone working together to ensure
our security and quality of life.”
But the old ways of keeping an eye on
the house next door don’t necessarily
work these days. For example, many
people put a high priority on their
privacy. Others are frequently out of
town on business or for leisure – or
too busy to monitor what’s going on
outside their own property. And the
pace of modern life makes it harder
for neighbors to get to know each
other well enough to encourage
vigilance, share travel plans, or make

early-morning phone calls to question
uncertain situations.
Consequently, the MSF public safety
committee is continuing to develop a
CrimeWatch program that encourages
neighbors within some (number)
zones in the MSF area to get to know
each other and look for ways to
increase the safety of each other’s
homes and their part of the
neighborhood.
“Years of experience across the
country have shown that these kinds
of efforts can make a big difference,”
said Dr. Little. “As we all know, our
sense of what’s normal in our
neighborhood can help us detect even
subtle signs of problems.”
The committee has other homesecurity-related efforts under way.
For instance, several members
maintain close connections with IPD
and nearby public safety groups. In
some cases, the committee gets
information about issues – including
specific criminal incidents – about
which neighborhood residents should
be quickly notified. The group uses a
telephone service called Calling Post
to quickly disseminate alerts to all
homes with phone numbers in the
CrimeWatch database.
“We believe this is a big step forward,”
stressed Dr. Little. “In some cases, we
learn about things that people need to
know about right away.”
The public safety committee
continues to expand its CrimeWatch
program. Neighborhood residents
who want to participate can call Sheila
Little at 283.1811.
MSF President Kathy Shorter stressed
that home security is among the top
priorities for the organization. “We
want every home and all our
neighbors to be as safe as possible,”
she said. “We believe our efforts on
behalf of home security are one way
we can ensure that our neighborhood
remains a great asset not only to those
of us who live here but also to the
entire North Side and the city as a
whole.”

BIOGRAPHIC PARAGRAPH –

TED PLANJE
Ted Planje and his late wife, Dorothy,
moved to Meridian Street in 1986 after
growing up in small towns in Missouri
and Texas, respectively, and living in
New York City for many years.
During her first visit to Indianapolis,
Dorothy fell in love with the
neighborhood. Ted’s daughters –
Alexa and Elizabeth – attended St.
Richard’s School and are now
undergraduate college students. Ted
just retired from Eli Lilly and
Company, where he served most
recently as director of executive
communications. The Planjes feel
privileged to be part of the Meridian
Street community.
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AROUND THE BLOCK
Dr. Marilyn Bull (Mrs. Scott Bruin)
was named a Physician of the Year by
the publisher of America's Top
Doctors series of reference books,
according to the Indianapolis Star and
the Indiana University School of
Medicine. Dr. Bull founded the Riley
Hospital
Sectional
of
Neurodevelopmental Pediatrics in the
1970s. She was honored at a dinner in
New York in March.
The Klein family is celebrating big
news of another kind. Their oldest
son, Emil, will wed Giovanna Brunetti
this July in Rome. Two of their three
other children, Heather and William,
and their spouses are expecting
babies; and John and his wife just had
a baby. Later this spring, Heidi will

graduate from North Carolina State
Veterinary School, and Nina will
graduate from Purdue. Kathy and
Fred Shorter are also getting ready for
weddings: Son Adam Shorter is
marrying Michelle Ralston and son
Doug Roudebush is marrying Shantel
Mann. Allison Daly, daughter of Laura
and Jeff Daly, is graduating from
North Central High School and will be
attending Ball State University in the
fall. Congratulations to all!
Welcome to the many new families
on the street, including Bob and
Jennifer Sloan and their children,
Blake and Emily; Debra and Jim
Parker and their children, Colin and
Jamison; Kathleen Shields and Jay
Spitzenberger and their children,

Amanda, Jeremy and Riley; and Bob
and Katie Burns and their children,
Ellie and Max.
The home of Natalie and Russell
Best, one of the H. L. Simon homes on
Meridian, will be featured in an
upcoming issue of Indianapolis
Home.
Good news for the many families
that consider the Riviera Club as
much a part of summer as ice cream
and picnics: The club has begun an
improvement project, which includes
working on the pool and adding a
health club facility on the main floor
of the club house. Also, beginning
May 1, day care will be available, and
Camp Rivi opens on May 21. Call
255-5471 for more information.

ANNOUNCING PRESERVATION MONTH 2006 LECTURE SERIES.
"THERE’S NO PLACE LIKE HOME"
A lecture series sponsored by Historic
Landmarks Foundation of Indiana
and the Indianapolis Marion County
Public Library.
“Researching Your Historic Home”
Free Workshop
Spades Park Library
Tuesday, May 1, 2006
5:30 pm.-8:00 p.m.
Indianapolis
historic
preservationist/researcher
Joan
Hostetler will guide participants
through the steps to research their
historic home. Participants are
encouraged to bring abstracts,
photographs and other forms of
documentation to weave together
their home’s architectural and cultural
history. Sponsored by HLFI, IMCPL,
and
NESCO’s
History
and
Preservation Committee.
“Indiana’s Kit & Catalog Houses”
Free Lecture
College Library
Thursday, May 4, 2006
6:30 p.m.

Indiana’s Kit and Catalog Houses, a
presentation by Paul Diebold, Senior
Architectural Historian, Indiana
Division of Historic Preservation and
Archaeology, will walk you through a
century of house designs, using
examples from all around Indiana.
You will see how catalogs and books
influenced a homeowner’s choice in
floor plans, building materials and
exterior style. Indianapolis and our
surrounding communities have
several examples of kit houses.
Provided by such companies as Sears,
the kit houses were delivered with
pre-cut materials and full architectural
plans. Here is an opportunity to
identify the style of your home. Could
your house be a kit or catalog house?
Bring pictures of your house and find
out! Sponsored by HLFI, IMCPL, and
The Indiana DNR Division of Historic
Preservation and Archaeology.
"Painting the Town Victorian:
Selecting Exterior Colors for
American Buildings, 1840-1920,"
Free Lecture
Glendale Library
Friday, May 5, 2006
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Professional Design, Installation & Maintenance
References Available
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"Exterior Paint Workshop for
Historic Buildings"
$5.00 for HLFI members;
$10.00 non-HLFI members
Old Centrum, 1201 N. Central Ave.
Saturday, May 6, 2006
On Saturday 6 May, Ron Zmyslo will
host a Paint Workshop at the Old
Centrum from 9:30am to 12:30pm.
Ron will show participants the 'do's
and don'ts' of removing and applying
exterior paint. Dr. Moss will join us on
Saturday
to
offer
one-on-one
consultations with participants. A
nominal registration fee will be
charged to cover materials for the
Saturday event.
$5.00 for HLFI
members; $10.00 non-HLFI members.
Sponsored by Historic Landmarks
Foundation of Indiana.

A Featured Garden at
the 2006 Indianapolis
Flower & Patio Show
and a Belgard
Challenge participant

317.254.5611

A free lecture will be presented by Dr.
Roger Moss at the Glendale Branch of
the Indianapolis/Marion County
Public Library on 5 May from 7:00 to
9:00pm. Dr. Moss has been Executive
Director of The Athenaeum of
Philadelphia since 1968 and has served
as an adjunct professor of Architecture
in the Historic Preservation Program of
the School of Design at the University
of Pennsylvania for over 25 years. He
is a nationally acclaimed expert on
nineteenth-century American exterior
decoration. American Country House,
Victorian Interior and Exterior
Decoration, and Historic Houses of
Philadelphia are just a few titles among
the dozen books on architecture and
design that Dr. Moss has authored.
Sponsored by HLFI, IMCPL, and by
Indiana University's Cornelius O'Brien
Lecture
Series
on
Historic
Preservation.

John Sabens, Owner
info@bellavistalandscaping.com
www.bellavistalandscaping.com
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LOCAL JUDGES AFFECT YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
In the last couple of years we have
heard a lot of talk about the Supreme
Court and Supreme Court justices.
We all have pretty good knowledge as
to how the highest court in the land
can affect our lives, but do you ever
think about how the local and state
judges affect the details of your lives?
I didn’t! Oh, don’t get me wrong, I’m
a good citizen. I vote at every
election, and that includes for judges.
The problem is I never knew much
about the judges for whom I voted.
But that didn’t matter; after all, judges
weren’t important in my life.
As some of you know, I couldn’t have
been more wrong. The house next
door to me went up for sale and the
people who bought it had no respect
for our historic preservation law or
the criminal laws of Marion County.
All of a sudden judges became very
important in my life. Over the next
seven years I testified before an
Indiana Supreme Court Judge, a judge
for a restraining order to protect me
from those same people, a Marion
County Criminal Court Judge, a Civil
Court Judge, a Health and Hospital
Court Judge and a few more judges
I’m sure I have forgotten. In the end,
when the people next door went
bankrupt, it was a Bankruptcy Judge
in Florida who ended the whole thing.
I learned the hard way how important
judges are in our lives.
I know what your thinking; that was
an unusual case and nothing like that
will happen to you. Well you’re
probably right, but here are some
ways judges could affect you:
Someone in your neighborhood leaves
trash piled in their yard and it takes a
court order to make them clean it up;
a house down the street is abandoned

ALICE BERGER

and becomes a hideout for gangs, and
it takes a court order to have it torn
down; your child is bullied in school
and the school does nothing, so your
only choice is to go to court; your
parents pass away and you end up in
probate court; you’re discriminated
against at work and it’s up to a judge
to decide your compensation;
someone opens an inappropriate
business next door to you and your
final option is to have a zoning judge
order it closed; you could end up
before a divorce court judge, a
domestic court judge, a traffic court
judge, a child and family court judge
and of course a criminal court judge if
someone harms you or a loved one.
Your home could be broken into
today, the assailant arrested that night,
and a judge releases him back into the
community. The next day he breaks
into another home. The police tell me
this happens all the time - everyday.

Judges up for re-election this year:
Robert Altice, Republican, Criminal Court 2
Sheila Carlisle, Republican, Criminal Court 3
Linda Brown, Democrat, Criminal Court 10
Tom Carroll, Democrat, Civil Court 6
Barbara Colins, Democrat, Criminal Court 8
Grant Hawkins, Democrat, Criminal Court 5
Reuben Hill, Republican, Criminal Court 18
Mike Keele, Republican, Civil Court 12
William Nelson, Republican, Criminal Court 7
Mark Stoner, Democrat, Criminal Court 9
Rebekah Pierson-Treacy, Democrat,
Criminal Court 19
Carol Orbinson, Republican,
Criminal Court 17
Clark Rogers, Republican, Criminal Court 16

So you see, judges do affect every
aspect of your life from birth to death.
I would like to see the media write
detailed articles about every judge
running for election, but until that
happens, it’s up to us, the citizen, to
do our homework. It’s up to us to
make sure we elect smart, tough
judges who follow the laws that we
have agreed are important. I know, it’s
hard, and life is busy, but judges have
more effect on your daily life than the
Mayor or Governor combined.
For information about judges go to:
http://www.indygov.org/eGov/Courts/
Superior/Courtinfo/criminal.htm

William Young, Republican,
Criminal Court 20
S.K. Reid, Republican, Civil Court 13
John Hanley, Democrat, Civil Court 11
Judge Evan Goodman will not be seeking
re-election
Go to the following web site and check
the records of the judges before you
vote:
http://www.indygov.org/eGov/Courts/Su
perior/Courtinfo/criminal.htm
reprinted from MKNA newsletter

LAND USE COMMITTEE
By now, most of your reading this newsletter are familiar
with our law-The Meridian Street Preservation Act. The
Meridian Street Preservation Act was enacted many years
ago with the express purpose to stop commercial
encroachment and maintain the architecheral integrity of
our beautiful neighborhood. Occasionally there may be a
homeowner that expresses concern about not being able to
do what they want with the outside of their home.
Consider this, in a recent Indianapolis Star article dated
Feb. 20, 2006, titled , “ Subdivisions Lay Down the Law”
the article referred to many covenants that exist in various
suburban neighborhoods. Quite often including mail box
choices, paint colors, even prohibiting play sets for kids!
I receive many calls from both new and longtime residents
wanting to know what is allowable and what is not. First of
all, everyone should have the “Homeowners Guide” that
was distributed in May 2005. If you need a copy call me or
email and I will get you one. So what’s allowable? I always
say “ a good rule of thumb” is if you live in the primary
historic district(east or west side of Meridian and all of the
streets in between from 40th st. to Westfield) and you need
or want to make changes to the outside of your property

you need to obtain a COA-Certificate of Appropriateness
from the Meridian Street Preservation Commission(MSPC).
Changes for example would include-changing an asphalt
driveway to cement, changing a fence in any way, etc.
Remember, “any changes”.
If you need a variance and live in the primary or secondary
district you must get approval from the MSPC before you
can get an approval from zoning. The secondary district
includes the east side of Illinois, west side of Pennsylvania
and any of the streets in between from 40th street to
Westfield.
If you are not sure call me or email me. Our land use
committee also meets the first Friday of every month. We
meet at 8:15 at the Meridian Street United Methodist
Church. We are happy to visit with you, review plans, help
you understand the request process, etc. After all, we want
you to be happy with your castle and the neighborhood you
chose to live in.
I can be reached
czwebfree@aol.com.

at

727-7125

or

email

at

material used with permission of the Indianapolis Star.
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DID YOU KNOW?
We the property owners on Meridian
Street are required to abide by the
Meridian
Street
Preservation
Commission (MSPC) state statute.
Yes, we have a state law governing this
street but before you become too
concerned remember that most
“upscale” communities have laws or
covenants governing them. Some of
the “laws” are extremely strict
compared to our law. In some
communities you are not allowed to
leave your garage door open or have
swing sets. Some even tell you what
your mail box should look like and
require that all windows have white
coverings. Our law simply applies to
historic preservation and commercial
encroachment. The MSPC law is the
reason your homes are so valuable and
continue to look as they did back in
the 1920’s. Below I have listed what
you are required to bring, when you
apply
for
a
Certificate
of
Appropriateness, before you make
changes to the exterior of your home
or property.
The MSPC administrative code (925
IAC 2-4-2) requires an application for

a Certificate shall be filed in triplicate
with all exhibits (together with eight
additional copies thereof without
exhibits) with the Commission and
shall:
State the name of the Owners and
street address of the property on
which the work for which the
Certificate is sought is to occur, and
the reason for the work
Describe in detail (1) the work to be
done, (2) the change resulting from
such work, if any, in architectural
features of the structure upon which
such work is to be done, (3) the
nature and type of materials to be
employed, specifying which such
materials will be external and visible
upon completion of the work, (4) the
name of the person who prepared the
plans
The application shall be accompanied
by (1) a current photograph of the
property taken from Meridian Street,
if the work will be visible from
Meridian Street (2) a photograph
depicting the location of the work to

“YOU’RE MOVING WHERE?”
Eat your heart our, Hillary1. We are able
to parlay an investment of (-)$20,000
into the high 6 figures. --- Little did we
know that when we saw a very small ad
for a “Meridian Street Mansion” in the
Real Estate section of the Indianapolis
Star that Sunday morning in late 1968
that this same “Mansion” would play a
very important role in our lives. I
hadn’t chosen to fulfill m then required
two year military duty immediately
upon completion of my internship. As
a result I was drafted after 7 years of
practice at the age of 34. We were
living in Indianapolis, Peggy’s home
town, in an apartment with our three
very active boys while I completed my
tour of duty at Ft. Harrison. We
planned to go to some exotic clime to
practice but that was not to be, unless
you consider Indianapolis exotic.
We called the phone number listed in
the ad and were told we could see the
house the next day. Peggy, an incurable
romantic, had always remembered that
Meridian Street was the first place
people took visitors; it was the
principal
street
running
both
north=south and was the site of a
rather unique development of
“storybook castles” in the building
boom of the 20’s. I also remembered

be done and clearly showing all
features to be altered or affected (3) a
site plan indicating the accurate
distance between the proposed
construction and all property lines if
new construction is proposed (4) if
appropriate to the type of work being
proposed, accurate drawings, with
dimensions, showing the property or
structure before and after the work for
which the certificate is sought (5)
samples, pamphlets, or other
information explaining the materials
to be used
The Commission may, before a
hearing on a petition, require:
Maps, plot plans, structural drawings
and specifications, landscaping plans,
floor plans, elevations, cross-sectional
plans, architectural renderings,
diagrams, or any other technical or
graphic materials. (State Statute 36-711.2-34)
Alice Berger,
Commissioner Meridian Street
Preservation Commission
Reprinted from a prior issue

BY JIM AND PEGGY SABENS
NOTES FROM 1993 - THANKS CINDY FOR REMINDING US

Meridian Street since my parents who
were farmers near Crawfordsville
would drive down Meridian Street on
our visits to Indianapolis. However this
was 1968, the middle of the hippie
movement, white flight, wanting
everything new, contempt for
establishment, and the like.
Apartment building had already
replaced many of the earlier homes
south of 38th Street and many
developers were salivating at the cheap
prices and ease with which people
seemed to be ready to part with their
“castles” north of 38th Street
In spite of our trepidations we fell in
love with the house-a 22 room red
brick Tudor revival with black and
white marble entry hall, walnut
paneling, and beautiful leaded glass
windows. So we bought our “mansion”
and moved in. Our friends and family
thought this was certainly not the thing
to do since we had been the “danish
modern” and “less is more” advocates
and both my wife and I worked in the
office and had no time for
housekeeping or landscaping. The
seller, Mr. Johnson, was a widower,
who “didn’t want people pawing” over
his wife’s possessions so he left all the

furnishings, dishes, utensils, drapes
and pictures, including a J Ottis Adams
(an Indiana artist who now is very
collectible) oil over the fireplace,
which now is worth $20,000 more than
we paid for the house, making our
investment a (-)$20,000. I might add
that we paid the same price in 1968
that the Johnsons paid for the house in
1948. Our three boys also enjoyed
rummaging through the many items
left in the house; they took an old
fashioned glass and metal “coffee
cooler” to “show and tell” at school.
Our youngest son, John who was
helping me set the dining room table
found some doilies which I told him
were “antimacammasars” which you
put on the back of chairs to keep the
hair oil off the chair fabric; he looked at
the dining room chairs which of course
are much lower than parlor chairs and
said, “Science sure is great; see how
much taller people are today”. They
would ring the butler’s buzzer under
the dinning room table until I had to
turn it off. They found old pictures,
like one of President Roosevelt's dog,
Fala. (The Johnsons were staunch
Democrats and Mrs. Johnson was the
first woman to run for Congress from
Indiana.)
*To be continued in the next issue

referring to Hillary Clinton (wife of President Clinton) showing a profit of $100,000 from an “investment” of only $1,000 in
commodity futures in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s)

1

EDITOR’S NOTE
Meridian Street Foundation News & Views published three times a year is the communication arm of the Meridian
Street Foundation, a 501C3 not for profit neighborhood association. We welcome comments and ideas from our
neighbors. Our main thrust is to reinforce the idea that while a certain degree of discipline and commitment is
necessary to live in a unique and significant neighborhood, the rewards far outweigh any disadvantages.
Peggy Sabens ph. 257-3741, fax 475-0224, email jmsabens@indy.net
John Peoni, Raul Burciaga, Phil Cox
Kathy Shorter, Vaughn Hickman
Also Rome Nkosi, email rnkosi@aol.com attn: MSF
We will gladly accept letters or comments for inclusion in upcoming issues.
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ASPECTS OF A HEALTHY NEIGHBORHOOD
Safe Parks within Neighborhoods
Since 2004 the amount of dollars dedicated
to the Indianapolis Parks Department to
develop arts as an alternative to improving
the life and safety of our youth has
increased. Arts give children a positive
opportunity to improve their quality of life.
Monroe Gray
Clean Accessible Neighborhoods
It also gives adults an opportunity to
Although winter is over, snow made its way experience the talent of people in Marion
the Indianapolis Arts Museum, which are
into spring. Part of having a healthy County and around the world.
located in my Council district. The
neighborhood is ensuring that snow is
Eiteljorg Museum and the Indiana State
removed in a timely fashion so residents The Indianapolis Parks Department has
Museum, which are located on the
can go to school, work, shop, and enjoy the been instrumental in providing services to
Downtown Canal, can also give you a
amenities this City has to offer.
children throughout the summer with its
glimpse of the diversity that we all bring to
Free Lunch Program. It also maintains
In addition to snow removal on the streets, playgrounds, dog parks, swimming pools, our City.
snow removal from sidewalks and the golf courses, tennis courts and much more.
We also have cultural development districts
upkeep of sidewalks are crucial to healthy One of the great success stories for the
located around the city that offer only a
communities. The City has invested a lot Parks Department is the Monon Trail that
sample of the excitement our city has to
of money to make sure that sidewalks are extends through Marion County and
offer. These six districts are: Broad Ripple
pedestrian friendly for everyone, including reaches into Hamilton County.
Village, Fountain Square, The Canal and
persons with disabilities, by encouraging
White River State Park, Mass Ave, the
curb cuts in new sidewalks or repairs to In recent weeks I have heard complaints of
Wholesale District and Indiana Avenue.
existing ones.
sex offenders present at parks. As parents
Having a healthy neighborhood is not only
we view parks as a safe place for our
what lies within the boundaries; it’s also
Clean neighborhoods include timely trash children
to
enjoy
their
youth,
easily
accessible
to
the
pickup and eliminating abandoned or unfortunately peace of mind cannot what’s
vacant buildings by holding landowners happen if individuals that prey on our neighborhood in order to make the life of
responsible for the upkeep of their children are allowed in parks. That’s why the residents well rounded. These districts
property. Under a new law passed by the I’m a sponsor of the proposal to ban child and venues certainly fit the bill.
Indiana General Assembly in 2006, the City sex offenders from the parks in which our
When I think of neighborhoods, I think of
will be able to impose tougher penalties on children play.
a place in which everyone can be safe, live
landowners that have vacated or
in a clean environment, enjoy the company
abandoned their property. The new law
Culturally Diverse Neighborhoods
of their neighbors and raise their families.
also shortens the length of time that the Cultural diversity helps to make
The Meridian Street Foundation area is a
City can act on those properties.
Indianapolis a great place to live and raise a
perfect example of a healthy neighborhood
family.
This occurs when our
During the spring and summer you will neighborhoods, schools and place of and the type of place in which everyone
begin to see the City of Indianapolis work employment are diverse. We can appreciate deserves to live.
on projects to improve our community, our heritage at the Children’s Museum and Our other councilman, Jim Bradford, plans to
such as the City’s effort to plant 100,000
provide material for our September 1 newsletter.
trees in Marion County over the next 10
years. In addition, throughout the City you
will see work taking place on the sewer
system to end raw sewer backups. Sewer
overflow can be costly and is dangerous to
your health. Heavy rainfall can create large
bodies of water that are dangerous to
adults, children, and animals. With the
city’s plan to update its antiquated sewer
system, many of those problems should be
alleviated.
When I think of healthy neighborhoods, I
think of culturally diverse and active
residents in a safe, clean, accessible
neighborhood. As a Councillor it is my job
to strive to attain these elements in
neighborhoods throughout Indianapolis.

Safe Neighborhoods
Citizens in Marion County deal with many
issues on a daily basis, it is the Council’s job
to ensure that you are protected and receive
services that will make your life easier and
safe by enacting laws to bring this about.
The first line of defense in keeping you
protected is maintaining a world-class
police department. Last year, the Council
passed an ordinance to consolidate the
Indianapolis Police Department and the
Marion County Sheriff’s Department Law
Enforcement Division. This year, we are
working out the details of how the new
Metropolitan Police Department will work.
I currently serve on the Transition
Authority and I am committed to ensuring
that the quality of police protection
provided to you is not sacrificed during this
transition. Under the new Metropolitan
Police Department, better service will be
provided to all citizens throughout the
County. Crime has no boundaries and
neither should our police officers.
I was also hoping that the General
Assembly would allow us to provide you
with better protection and savings by
consolidating the fire departments.
Although that did not happen, I will
continue to encourage fire departments to
work together on purchasing and training
to save funds.
Residential Involvement for Safe
Neighborhoods
Residential involvement in neighborhoods
plays a key role in safety. Neighborhood
associations and programs such as Crime
Watch allow neighbors to meet and greet
each other. It instills a sense of security in
residents.
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ALICE CARTER PARK UPDATE
The formal planning for an exciting
landscape architecture project is moving
forward during the summer of 2006.
With the support of the Indy Parks and
Recreation Administration, the MSF is
leading a private-sector effort to
transform the Alice Carter Park into a
northern gateway to the city of
Indianapolis that helps educate visitors
about this historic area and that is
integrated into the city’s bustling greenway system.
Established through a private donation
in 1922 and expanded with a recent gift,
this triangular 1.36-acre park is among
the most visible parcels in the
Indianapolis metropolitan area. Its
perimeters are defined on the east by
Meridian Street, the west by Westfield
Boulevard, and the south by the site of
Dodd’s Townhouse.
Alice Carter Park has remained virtually
undeveloped. The site of sewage lift
station, the park currently has a simple
symbol of recognition for its namesake.
In 2003, Indy Parks launched an
initiative to develop this unique parcel.
More recently, the MSF took the lead in a
private-sector effort to plan, fund, and
execute a plan for the park.

The foundation is striving for a concept
that fits not only with the neighborhoods
in and around the Meridian Street
corridor but also complements major
landmarks in the area that include the
grounds of the Indianapolis Museum of
Art, the Butler University campus, and
the Maple Road project on West 38th
Street. The project has one primary goal
and two secondary goals.
Primary Goal – The Alice Carter Park
will serve as a striking, memorable
northern gateway to the Meridian Street
Historic District and to the city of
Indianapolis. The MSF wants to elevate
people’s awareness that they are entering
a special part of a wonderful city that’s on
the rise. The foundation hopes to create
powerful visual impact that’s not only
generally engaging but also overtly
signals the beginning of a neighborhood
environment in which the interests of
residents, pedestrians, bicyclists, and
others take precedence over those of
motorists.
Secondary Goal #1 – Public Source of
Historic Information and/or Culture
Offerings. The park could serve as a
unique vehicle for informing visitors
about the neighborhood and its history,
people, and institutions and for

CLOUDS OF WITNESS
Our neighborhood lost a dear friend
and neighbor in January, 2006, with
the passing of Roberta (Bobbe) Cody
Walsh. Bobbe and her husband John
Walsh have been neighbors since 1968
and participated enthusiastically in all
phases of the Meridian Street
Foundation, including the successful
application for designation of “our
Street’ as a historic landmark, Meridian
In Bloom tours, the publication of The
Main Stem, (our neighborhood coffee

table book) and the events and
activities of the Meridian Street
Foundation neighborhood. Bobbe and
John shared a special love and loyalty
for Butler University. She was active in
many organizations. Bobbe is survived
by her husband of 41 years, John, her
son John R “J.R.” (Gina) Walsh, Jr.,
and sister, Alice Farley of Sacramento,
CA, as well as several nieces and
nephews...

describing the era over which the area
has developed. This space also could
serve other cultural purposes or help
explain the importance of historic
preservation.
Secondary Goal #2 – Trailhead for the
Indianapolis Water Company (IWC)
Canal Towpath. This park can serve as a
“weigh station” in the city’s rapidly
growing, heavily used green-way. The
IWC Canal Towpath between the canal
and Westfield Boulevard is a major link
in the city’s green-way network that
connects the popular Broad Ripple area
on the east with the Meridian Street
historic district and then extends west
and south to the White River State Park
– the emerging focal point of downtown
Indianapolis.
The green-way connections are vital to
the park due to the fact that this unusual
parcel is in an area with very high levels
of vehicular traffic – and isn’t readily
accessible via sidewalk. Moreover, these
connections would reinforce that Alice
Carter is a “user park” as well as a “visual
park.”
In the months ahead, the MSF will share
more information about the plans for
Alice Carter Park.

"Most of the forest
trees had been left to
flourish still and, at
some distance, or by
moonlight, the place
was in truth beautiful"
Booth Tarkington

Inscription on Winters Memorial Bench,
Alice Carter Park.

ALICE IN MERIDIAN LAND
I’m sure you noticed all the Meridian
Street houses for sale last year. How
sad I felt as I said good-bye to so many
of my neighbors and friends. Some
moved because of higher property
taxes, some because of retirement,
some even moved from one Meridian
house to another Meridian house, but
they all had one thing in common: they
were sad to go.
Economically speaking, most were
sorry they were moving at this time
instead of a couple of years ago when
houses were selling at record high

prices. Most of them indicated that
their ability to sell at all (in such a
down market) was largely due to living
in a protected historic district. As a
matter of fact, Historic Landmarks of
Indiana and The National Historic
Trust tell us property value is increased
at least 10% if you live in an historic
preservation district.
From last spring to mid-winter
approximately 14 houses sold (the
average is 5 per year on Meridian
between 40th and Westfield), and as of
this printing, 3 more houses have sold.

Now it is spring again, the sun is
shining, the flowers are blooming, the
birds are nesting and new families are
moving onto the street. I’ve found the
people who have moved away keep in
touch and continue to care about our
historic community, and the new
families moving in create an
opportunity for us to make new friends
with a love of history and a passion for
historic homes.
Alice Berger

KEVIN & STACY MCCARTHY’S 2005 PRODUCTIONS @ 5655 N. MERIDIAN

“Kevin II Mac”
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MSF Egg Hunt 2006
The Egg Hunt was a great success this
year.
Neighbors and friends gathered at the
Klein’s home to continue a tradition
rich in history and fun. This year 100
children attended escorted by parents,
grandparents, aunts, uncles and
friends. 1000 plastic eggs were
gathered by these champion hunters.
When the Easter Bunny appeared on
the former Governor’s residence porch,
children swarmed while parents took
advantage of this perfect photo op.
Nearby, the craft table was a hive of
activity where creative sculptors
assembled 3-D foam bunnies. In the
side yard the participants played at the
bubble station and launched giant

bubbles to float gently through the
crowd. Many eager faces were adorned
with colorful tattoos while others made
their way to the beautiful cookies
generously donated by Hoaglins Fine
Catering.
Some parents recalled their childhood
memories of collecting eggs on the
Governor’s lawn. It was said that the
eggs hunted in yesteryear were the real
deal and the parents were not allowed
inside the gates, but could observe the
event from the sidewalk.
Some things have changed since
tradition has been revived 4 years ago
but the sense of community and
excitement of the youngsters is as
evident today as it was when the event

begun.
The 2006 Egg Hunt could not have
happened without the help of many
people. A special thank you goes to:
• The Kleins for hosting this rich
tradition
• Hoaglins and Angie Lewis for the
beautiful iced cookies
• Linda Gilman, Ann and Richard
Rich, Bertie Lamberson, Stacey
McCarthy, Karen Glickert, Monica
and Mark Frost and their four teens
helpers,
• Alice Berger and Kathy Shorter
• All the ladies from Thursday night
who helped stuff the eggs. And that
nice gentleman neighbor who ran to
the bank to get change.

flowers at least until the foliage is gone.
The flowers need the foliage to
replenish them selves. Otherwise, their
growth can be stunted or worse, killed.
Replenish the river :
If you are feeling left out of the
purplish/blue river of flowers, e-mail
me. D&Z has agreed to stock more
bulbs for us so that you can replace any
damaged from construction, mowing,
etc. or you just want to join in.
New lawn recognition program:
We are excited to announce a new
program for our neighborhood. We
would like to REWARD YOU for doing
a beautiful job in your lawn. We will
award 3 “Beautiful Lawns of the Season”
per quarter. All residents are eligible &
encouraged to submit nominations for
your neighbors or (yourself). This is
meant to be fun so the criteria are

somewhat informal. It can be as simple
as a lawn or garden that brings a smile
to your face during an evening walk.
Please do consider the following as you
nominate your neighbor or (yourself):
• Beautiful seasonal color (perennial or
annual) OR
• Well manicured lawn, with the overall
balance of plantings, trees, etc. OR
• Best landscape fit for the particular
style of architecture of the home
• Best seasonal decoration (primarily
during the winter, but the award can
be given during another season if
someone has tasteful decor for events
such as the Indy 500, 4th of July, Fall
Harvest, Halloween, etc. & the lawn
meets criteria.
The winners will each be recognized in
the quarterly newsletters AND with
their permission, will have a plaque
temporarily placed in their lawn
recognizing it as a “Beautiful Lawn of
the Season”. Start emailing me with
your nominations Now!
Neighbor nationally recognized:
Congratulations to Nancy Behrman for
her recent recognition in the Better
Homes & Gardens Special Interest
Publications, ‘Garden Shed’ Spring 2006
edition. We are thrilled for you & your
beautiful gardens! One final note,
please keep contractors’, political
campaign signs, or any other
advertising signs temporarily placed in
front of your home to a minimal.
Keeping our sidewalks & curbs free of
advertising signs & litter reminds
passersby that this is a neighborhood &
we care about our homes. Remember,
“April Showers bring May flowers”
Hope to see more flowers blooming
soon!

BEAUTIFICATION
Hello neighbors and Happy Spring! I
am the new chairman for the MSF
Beautification Committee. We have
several new members & a few exciting
items to report. First things first;
picture this, the sound of a buzzing
lawnmower, the smell of fresh cut grass,
warm sunshine on your face, the taste of
cool lemonade, the vision of vibrant,
colorful blooms, & relaxing in a quiet
room during a rain shower. Hopefully,
Spring has awoken your five senses
from their winter slumber. It is exciting
to see a new season finally arrive.
Our purple river:
The ‘glories of the snow’ was a beautiful
welcome to spring.
Calling all
homeowners & lawn services for a
quick reminder, please do not mow over
the flower foliage or apply broad leaf
weed killer to the foliage of these purple
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REAL ESTATE ROUNDUP
BY G.B. LANDRIGAN, REALTOR

BOARD OF REALTOR’S MSF STATISTICS
figures from Metropolitan Indianapolis Board of Realtors

A great deal of optimism was
expressed in this space in the last
issue. We felt that the three year
inventory glut was beginning to
dissipate. The first quarter of 2006
would seem to show that this is
indeed the case.
The first and second quarters usually
show a marked increase in the
number of homes going on the
market. While this still holds true
now, it has not significantly added to
the inventory in our area as a number
of homes have sold. For example, as
of the beginning of April, it would
take ten months to sell the homes
then on the market on North
Meridian. This compares favorably
with Central Indiana as a whole
where homes priced above $400,000
are now expected to take 16-20
months to sell. A shorter marketing

time usually means a higher selling Metropolitan Indianapolis Board of
price. The second quarter will be Realtors. More information can be
particularly interesting to watch.
obtained from the detailed Landrigan
Quarterly real estate report available
Activity
Since
1/1/2006.
All at landrigan.com
information obtained from the

North Meridian Street

North Illinois Street

Number of Homes on Market: 10
Number of Homes Pending: 0
Number of Homes Closed: 6
Average Sales Price: 687,866
Average Sold Price
Per Square Foot: 177

Number of Homes on Market: 10
Number of Homes Pending: 8
Number of Homes Closed: 4
Average Sales Price: 263,850
Average Sold Price
Per Square Foot: 118

North Pennsylvania Street

Cross-Streets

Number of Homes on Market: 8
Number of Homes Pending: 2
Number of Homes Closed: 0
Average Sales Price: N/A
Average Sold Price
Per Square Foot: N/A

Number of Homes on Market: 9
Number of Homes Pending: 1
Number of Homes Closed: 1
Average Sales Price: 420,000
Average Sold Price
Per Square Foot: 118

NEIGHBORING HISTORIC DISTRICT IN THE WORKS
Historic Landmarks Foundation has been working with neighbors interested in pursuing National Register status for the
area bounded by 40th, 43rd, Pennsylvania and Central. The movement began when Alan Pyle asked Historic Landmarks
for advice about an easement and listing his home in the National Register and grew from there. Last fall, Sally Nancrede
hosted a reception at her home on Washington Boulevard where about 30 people heard presentations from Mark Dollase,
Historic Landmarks' Vice President for Preservation Services, and Paul Diebold of the State Division of Historic
Preservation and Archaeology. The neighbors formed a steering committee that has taken a thoughtful, deliberate
approach to the issue of recognizing the historic character of the area. They put together and circulated a Q&A sheet
that answers 25 questions people might have about the National Register. The tentative name for the district is
Washington Park, the original plat name. The steering committee intends to hire a consultant to prepare the National
Register nomination. If you have questions about the proposed district, contact Mark Dollase at Historic Landmarks
Foundation of Indiana, 639-4534 or mdollase@historiclandmarks.org

"GLORY OF THE SNOW" MERIDIAN STREET FOUNDATION'S "RIVER OF FLOWERS"
Would you like to plant or replant "Glory of the Snow" bulbs in your yard? Some neighbors have stunted
their little blue flowers by mowing them too early or by applying broadleaf weed killer to the foliage. If you
need bulbs to plant this fall, please email Stacey McCarthy at mccarthystaceyd@yahoo.com NOTE: MSF will
not be organizing the planting of the bulbs this year, but we will include planting instructions with your order.
Special MSF prices are: $40 for bag of 500 bulbs or $60 for bag of 1000 bulbs.
In your email, please include your name, phone number, address, and number of bags requested. Payment
can be made at a later time.
Reservations must be received by June 1 for September delivery.
Any questions? Call Kathy Shorter at 931-1935.

OUR MISSION

MSF
M E R I D I A N
S T R E E T
F O U N D A T I O N
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The Meridian Street Foundation is a charitable (501C3) foundation
originally organized in 1960. The Foundation’s chief purposes are the
maintenance and improvement of existing health, safety and ecological
standards, and the preservation of the architectural, historic and aesthetic
significance of residential North Meridian Street and the neighborhood in
which it lies.
Please Note: We live in the North Meridian Street Historic District,
governed by the Meridian Street Preservation Act of 1971, administered by
the Meridian Street Preservation Commission. Before undertaking any
changes in structure or usage of your property, please check with either the
MSPC or the Land Use Committee of the Meridian Street Foundation.

